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A WINNING NEW FORMAT FOR
VENDING PARIS!
15, 16 & 17 MARCH 2017, PORTE DE VERSAILLES, PARIS
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Vending Paris, the vending industry’s must-attend European event, ended on a decidedly
high note: its new format proved a huge success, attracting 100 exhibitors and over 4,000
trade visitors.
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This year, Vending Paris had its very own hall and we added an extra
day. It was a gamble that paid off handsomely in terms of feedback
and attendance. More than ever before, the show reflects the reality of
the marketplace, offering a fully comprehensive view of a very specific sector,”
says Sylvie Gaudy, Show Director.
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At the heart of the show was a huge mock showroom created in conjunction with the design
agency L’Air de Rien and selected exhibitors. It had 8 areas, each illustrating how vending
affects our daily lives. The aim was to highlight how vending machines create the focal point
of a friendly atmosphere and generate social bonds.

Plus d’informations sur www.vendingparis.com
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Pollutec, Midest, SITL, Maison & Objet*, Fiac, Paris Photo, Nautic… et 51 sites internet, Reed Expositions apporte à ses clients
les contacts, les contenus et les réseaux pour accélérer leur développement. Plus de 24 400 entreprises et 1,58 million
d’acheteurs français et étrangers sont clients de ses événements. Reed Expositions fait partie du groupe Reed Exhibitions,
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Expositions France et Reed Midem.

To mark this anniversary year, Vending Paris had a makeover, further strengthening its market
position with a dedicated exhibition hall and an extra day. For exhibitors, its format was ideal
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We’ve already received several messages of thanks from exhibitors who
were delighted with the new formula. We came away from this edition
with a very positive overall feeling that the vending market is finally
starting to recover after being hit hard by the 2008 recession,” says Pierre Albrieux,
Chairman of France's National Vending Association (NAVSA).
This edition was particularly noteworthy for the presence of vending market leaders
(Mars Drinks, ESP Lavazza, Mondelez, Nestlé, Degafredo, etc.) from both the machine and
product segments.
Another feature was a new promotional event that turned the spotlight on the people behind
each dispenser, providing valuable insight into the vending industry’s development potential.
Entitled “Vending is part of my daily life”, the promotion featured 9 vending machines
dispensing some very unusual items, such as short stories or meditation breaks.
FRANCE'S FIRST EVER COMPETITION FOR VENDING MACHINE FILLERS
This unique competition, organised in partnership with NAVSA, highlighted for the first time
in France the people who work behind the scenes – the vending machine fillers. 14 entrants
took part in theory and practical tests. For this first edition, Fabrice Tardif (Pélican Rouge)
won the gold medal and a €1000 gift voucher. Patrick Lehoux (Daltys) and Gilles Tournié
(Daltys) were awarded silver and bronze.

ABOUT REED EXPOSITIONS FRANCE – www.reedexpo.fr
Present in 20 industry sectors, with 52 leading shows – including Batimat, EquipHotel, IFTM-Top Résa, Expoprotection,
Pollutec, Midest, SITL, Maison & Objet*, Fiac and Paris Photo – and 51 websites, Reed Expositions delivers contacts,
content and communities with the power to transform our customers’ business. Over 24,400 companies and
1.58 million buyers, from France and abroad, are customers of our events. Reed Expositions is a member of the
Reed Exhibitions Group, the world’s leading events organiser and a leader in the French market with over 60 events
and 2 subsidiaries: Reed Expositions France and Reed Midem.
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